
 BLOCK SANDING 2
It is no secret that every one wants a straight body on their special vehicle, but until now few people have been able to achieve this. It takes

a lot of patience, good tools and most of all proper technique.

In the following article we will demonstrate this technique. The candidate for this lesson is a 70 Chevelle SS. Keep in mind though
that this technique will work on any body style if applied with a common sense approach.                             28  PHOTOS

If you are a do-it yourself individual who wants to learn, to achieve your desired goal and to satisfy the best judges read on and get

the blocking of your life.

For best results use the following:

 These are the Super Sanders from Body Craft. They come in 24 inch length hand sander and a 24 inch long attachment for your in-line air
file. Just call 1-651-455-2254.

Hutchins has a set of nice oval Radius blocks that are a necessity in those contoured areas or use 1/2 , 3/4, 1 inch plastic pipe etc with vinyl
glued to the pipe as a backing pad.  This pipe is available at any hardware store

3M has a 17 inch and an 8 inch unit that works well with one or two hands.

Use stick-it type sand paper from 3M with 36 and 40 grit on body fillers, and 80 grit on glaze coats which go over as a last coat for finishing
body fillers. The urethane primers will be blocked until satisfied with 100/180 grit, then finish off with 320/400 grit.  Then, you will be

ready to prep/clean and paint.



I.  70 SS CHEVELLE with  shiny paint to show
different shapes that you will encounter with

your own vehicle.

2. When blocking you need to remember to let

the weight of the block do the cutting,

regardless if your sanding body filler or primer.

Never bear down on the block. That will only

create bowing of the panel and the result will

not be efficient leaving you with a wavy

surface. Keep your arms very flexible and sand

in a criss cross pattern in the direction that the

arrows go, 10 strokes one way and 10 strokes

the other direction.

This 24 inch block works great on the roof

surfaces. As a rule of thumb, block 5 passes in

a straight line then 10 passes in both

directions criss cross.

Depending on the type of grit your using your

cut rate will vary.  Also keep your sand paper

free of excessive dust buildup by air blowing.

It will allow a cleaner precise cut every stroke.

3. Next the 17 inch 3M block is used on the
roof pillar with a motion that runs up the roof

in the arrow direction.



4. Go right down to the outward section
below the last panel worked. You’ll need the
24 inch board file to use in the direction of the

arrow.

5. Now take it one step further and in between

the tire and bumper block at the bottom of the

panel with 3M 17 inch.

6.  Looking down the side of the 70 Chevelle

there is a convex, concave contour in the center
of the  panel which calls for the large radius

Hutchins block or pvc pipe.



7. Use the Hutchins block on the concaved
area of the quarter, the idea is to roll the
block from one side to the other to get a
good cut, like the rocking of a boat,  while as
mentioned before in the direction of the

arrows.

8. The same technique should be used on the

door area. Roll the block so the whole surface

of the sandpaper makes contact regularly.

This type of block was not designed to sand

straight but to carve and sculpture the surface

you are working.

9. Once again on the front fender.



10. Make sure you also use it on the
contoured door bottom, that is if you want
your car to be so straight that a critical judge
who gets down on his knees to inspect will be
satisfied.  Obviously, if you car is apart,
blocking the doors on a table is easier.

11. Use the 24 inch block to slice the bottom

half of the doors.  . Notice how the block is

flat to the surface, if you are using a block

and there is space in between each end then

the block is to long, go to a shorter one until

it is flat and makes complete contact the

whole length of the block.

12. The top half of the doors get the same

treatment but keep your criss cross motion
short enough to offset running over the edge

and rounding the natural line sharpness away.



13. Here is the other side but still on the door
areas. Go to the very top concave section
above where a mirror would go and use the
small block from Hutchins to finesse this
portion of the body by rocking the block up and
down from the ground to the sky as in this
photo.

14. Now move to the top of the fender and

use the large radius block. Slice the body in

the direction of the arrows, continue to block

10 passes in one direction and 10 in the criss

cross direction as indicated while moving

ahead 5 inches every completed 20 passes.

15. Now use the 24 inch super sander and

block the side of the upper fender. You need
to make short passes and not roll over the

upper or lower edges. Use the 10 criss cross
steps but before each set of criss cross

blocking block straight from the front to the
rear. This will true up the body for perfec-

tion.  Then to finish up the fender use the 17
inch 3M block right where the SS emblems

are  like we described in photo 11.



16. Use the 17 inch 3M on the rockers so any
judges that are body and paint critics will be
satisfied.

17. Move to the cowl hood and use a large

radius block on the dished portion just inside

the headlight. Use a rocking motion and sand

toward the center of hood then back toward

the fender moving the length of the hood 5

inches at a time after every 10 criss cross

passes.

18. Go up to the next dished area on the hood

using the small radius block and repeat the

same method just detailed.



19. The drop off section of the hood is best
done by using the 3M 17 inch block, follow
arrows 10 times 10.

20. Apply the 24 inch super sander on the

portion where the cowl drops down,  following

the arrow direction.

21. This is the most important part of the hood

because it is what the driver sees when driving.
There is a slight convex  area that rises instead
of concave  as in most of this body style,

therefore block straight 10 passes from front of

car, back to windshield then criss cross 10 x 10
and back to straight blocking 5 passes to finish
this area so it will be perfect.



22. The top of cowl area is best done by
using the 24 inch block and making short
passes of only 3 inches at a time.

23. Proceed to the top of the quarter panel

where it meets the trunk lid, use the large

radius with the same method as described in

photo 17.

24.    Use the super sander 24 inch on the
trunk lid, criss cross but be careful not to roll

over the slight rise that is in between the SS
stripes. After your 10 x 10 cross hatching

place the block in both hands and move 5
passes side ways up the trunk from the rear

window to the drop off as in the direction of
the stripes.



26. Then finish up with the large radius at the
bottom of the rear quarter panel to maintain
show quality on all areas of the vehicle.

When finished blocking use  a soft hand pad from 3M and 400 grit dry or wet paper from 3M and sand the entire car to smooth out the surface.

Then paint and polish.



About the Sites Convenience
1. Did you have any difficulty downloading or viewing our booklets?

Yes     No    if So, Why:
2. Was Restoreityourself.com easy to navigate?

Yes     No    if Not, Why:
3. Was our sample enough information for you to purchase it?

Yes     No    if Not, Why:

About This booklet
4. Is our product priced fairly?

Yes     No    if Not, Why:
5. Do you feel our booklet will help you with your project?

Yes     No    if Not, Why:

About Tools
6. Would you buy your tools on-line and have them delivered to your Home or

Business?
Yes     No If Not, why?

About You & your Vehicle
7. Will you be doing the work yourself or will you have a shop do the work for you?

Myself     Shop
8. What is your age group?     15-24     25-34      35-44      45-54      55-64      65+
9. What Vehicle/s do you own?
10. What Vehicle/s are you working on or having worked on?

In General
11. How do you feel about On-line shopping?

Comfortable      Uncomfortable but still do it      Not comfortable at all
12. Are you interested in becoming a member at restoreityourself.com for substantial savings?

Yes     No
13. Have you seen other sites providing Auto-Restoration booklets?

Yes     No  if yes, Where:
14. Will you be a frequent visitor at restoreityourself.com?

Yes     No     Don't know

Please enter your email address if you would like us to contact you about the results of your
survey:

For any additional comments please type them in below:
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